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Abstract - It is well known that the data rate of 
bandlimited signals can be reduced without loss of in- 
formation. One scheme which achieves this goal is 
the so-called nonuniform decimation. Recent results 
show that a bandlimited signal can be reconstructed 
from a nonuniformly decimated version. Theoretical 
results and efficient reconstruction methods have been 
addressed for one-dimensional signals. For the multi- 
dimensional case, some partial results are known. In 
this paper, we will discuss in detail the theory and 
implementation of the reconstruction of generalized- 
bandlimited multidimensional signals from their nonuni- 
formly decimated versions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For discrete-time bandlimited signals, the data rate can 
be reduced without losing any information. The reason 
of this can be traced back to the fundamental sampling 
theorem of Shannon and its various extensions [l]. One 
of the schemes that achieve such reduction is the uni- 
form rational decimation [2], [3]. Suppose z(n) is ban- 
dlimited to the region -L.rr/M < w < L.rr/M. Rational 
decimation can reduce the data rate by M I L  without 
losing information. Rational decimation has also been 
extended to the multidimensional (MD) case in [4], [5]. 
Nonuniform decimation is another method of com- 
pressing such bandlimited signals [6]. Fig. 1 shows an 
MD nonuniform decimation and reconstruction system. 
With D denoting the number of dimensions, the deci- 
mation factor M in this system is a nonsingular D x D 
integer matrix. The terms e-joTnC are MD shift o p  
erators and Fi (o )  are MD filters. Only L out of M 
polyphase components of z(n) are retained and trans- 
mitted to the synthesis end, where M = IdetMt. We 
want to find synthesis filters Fk(0 )  such that z(n) is 
perfectly reconstructed, i.e., P(n) = s(n). One main 
advantage of this data compression scheme is that the 
compression part is very simple and all the arithmetic 
operations are only in the reconstruction part. For the 
onedimensional(1D) case, is has been shown that per- 
fect reconstruction is possible if .(.) is bandlimited [6]. 
The synthesis filters Fk(z) that achieve perfect recon- 
struction have piecewise-constant frequency responses, 
and are called multilevel filters. An efficient implemen- 
tation of such filters has also been derived in [6]. When 
M is diagonal, some results for the two-dimensional 
(2D) have been derived in [7]. For the general 2D case, 
some partial results are also known [8]. 
To extend 1D existing results to the general MD 
case, one has to generalize the idea of ‘bandlimitedness’ 
first. In this paper, we will discuss this in detail. We 
will first present an example which shows the feasibil- 
ity of MD nonuniform decimation and reconstruction. 
Then, we discuss the design of synthesis filters for the 
general case. We will also address the conditions that 
determine the feasibility of perfect reconstruction and 
the efficient implementation of synthesis filters. 
Notations and Preliminaries: In this paper, we use 
the same notations as in [9], [lo]. Refer to [9], [lo] 
for basic concepts of MD multirate systems. In par- 
ticular, if an MD signal z(n) is decimated by M and 
then expanded by M to produce the signal y(n), the 
corresponding frequency domain relation is 
M-1 
Y ( 0 )  = - X (  0 - U i ) ,  (1) 
i=o 
where oi = 2 ~ M - ~ k i ,  and ki E N ( M T ) ,  which is the 
set of all integer vectors of the form MTx, x E [0, l)D. 
The vectors oi will be called the aliasing offsets. The 
0-th offset 00 is chosen as the zero vector 0.  
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2. ANEXAMPLE Vl(0) = - le-j"Tnl[X(o) + e-jofnlX(o - o 2 ) l .  
It is interesting to note that we get the same expres- 
sions for both Ro and R2. Noticing that e-joTnl = 
4 
We shall start with the 2D example where 
(2) -1, we obtain 
which defines the so-called hexagonal decimation. Cor- 
responding to this M, the alias offsets are 
WO = [ 3 7 "1 = [ G2] , 0 2  = [ 3 , 0 3  = [ 3:,2] * 
(3) 
With respect to this M, the frequency domain can be 
partitioned into four regions Ri, with each Ri being 
a hexagon centered at one alias frequency ai, as in 
Fig. 2. Note that the Fourier transform of an MD signal 
is periodic in each dimension with period 21r. Suppose 
that the spectrum X ( w )  of an MD signal is bandlimited 
in regions and 7 2 2 .  We now show that by keeping 
only 2 out of every 4 samples of z(n), we can recover 
the whole signal z(n). 
Let us keep only two coset members s(Mn) and 
z(Mn- [l 1IT), as shown in Fig. 3. In other words, two 
out of four polyphase components [9], [lo] of s(n) are 
kept. This can be realized as in Fig. 1 with = [0 0IT 
and nl = [l 1IT. Now, we want to design the synthe- 
sis filters Fo(o) and F~(o) to reconstruct the original 
signal, i.e., to make Z(n) = z(n). 
Using (l), we can obtain the Fourier transform of 
vo(n) in terms of X(w) 
VO(0) = ~[X(o)+X(o-o1)+X(o-o2)+X(o-o3)1. 
(4) 
Similarly, we get 
0 v1(o) = -[e-jUTn1x w 
1 
4 
+ e-j(oTnl+oTnl)X( - 0 1 )  
+ e-doTnl+o:nl)X( a - 0 2 )  
+ e--j(UTnl+aTnl)X(o -03)1. (5 )  
Because X(o) is bandlimited in the regions & and 
R2, it is reasonable to let Fo(o) and Fl(o) be zero for 
o E 721 U R3. Also owing to the fact that X ( o )  is 
bandlimited, when o E &, we get 
1 h(o) = qIX(0) + X ( o  - o 2 > ] ,  
Vl(o) = -e 1 --joTnl [ ~ ( o )  + e-joznlX(o - o 2 > l ,  
4 
When o E Rz, we get 
1 
VO(W) = , [X(O)  + X(o - 02)l, 
for o E & U R 2 .  Therefore, for z(o) = X ( o ) ,  we 
need to have 
which implies 
Fo(o) = 2 and Fl(a) = 2goTn1. (8) 
Since Fo( U) and Fl(o) are zero for o E 721 UR3,  the re- 
sulting nonuniform decimation and reconstruction sys- 
tem can be implemented as in Fig. 4, where HL(o) is 
a lowpass filter having passband support exactly the 
same as the support of X(o). In other words, to re- 
construct z(n), we only have to pass the nonuniform 
decimated version of z(n) through the lowpass filter 
We use the 'Lenna' image to test this system. We 
prefilter the image such that it is bandlimited in 720 U 
R2. The 'bandlimited Lema' is shown in Fig. 5(a). 
Using the system in Fig. 4, we obtain the 'reconstructed 
Lema' in Fig. 5(b). The resulting signal to noise ratio 
is 43.8 dB. Note that the reconstruction error is due to 
the fact that HL(o) is not an ideal filter. Theoretically 
speaking, the original bandlimited would be perfectly 
reconstructed if HL(o) were ideal. 
HL(O)!  
3. MORE GENERAL RESULTS 
Consider the general MD nonuniform decimation and 
reconstruction system shown in Fig. 1. Without loss of 
generality, one can let ni E N(M). In the Lth chan- 
nel, those s(n) where n + ne E LAT(M) are retained. 
Hence, L out of M polyphase components of z(n) are 
kept. Using ( l ) ,  one can verify that 
Ai&) 
(9) 
where o; are the aliasing offsets with respect to the 
decimation matrix M. From this, we see that we need 
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Ao(o) = 1 and A, (o )  = 0 for i # 0 to achieve perfect 
reconstruction. 
Suppose the MD frequency domain can be parti- 
tioned into M regions %, RI, . . ., R M - ~ .  All these 
regions have the same shape and each of them is as- 
sociated with one aliasing offset. More specially, these 
regions can be expressed as 7Zo f U,, 0 5 i 5 M - 1. 
Suppose the input spectrum X ( o )  is nonzero only in 
L out of these M regions, say Ro, RI, . .., RL-I. We 
say that X ( w )  is generalized-bandlimited. 
L-1 
so, 
~ ( o )  = C P ~ B ( W  - oe),  (11) 
e=o 
where B(o)  is unity in & and zero otherwise. Now, 
consider the filter H ( o )  which is unity in o E Ro U 
. U R L - ~  and zero otherwise, so that 
L-1 
H(U) = B(O - oil. (12) 
e=o 
Since X ( o )  is bandlimited in %, 721, . . ., RL-I, we 
can let all &(a) be zero for o E RL U - 0 -  U 7 2 ~ ~ 1 .  
ified that at most L terms of X ( o  - oi) in (9) can be 
Compute the polyphase decomposition [9], [lo] of B(o)  
with respect to M 
Moreover, because X ( o )  is bandlimited, it can be ver- M-1 
B(o)  = e-joTniBi(MTo),  (13) nonzero at a certain w. For example, when w E 720, ;-n I-" 
only X ( o  + oi) for 0 5 i 5 L - 1 are nonzero. There 
fore, from (9), we get where ni E N ( M ) .  Substituting (13) into (12), we get 
we-can obtain the required filter responses for all o. It 
constant frequency responses. These are called multi- 
level filters. 
Singularity of V The matrix V is a submatrix of 
the generalized discrete Fourier transform (DFT) ma- 
where ai = xi': Pee-joTn*, assuming that all qi are 
obtained from the polyphase components of the filter 
filters can be imple- 
mented at the cost of one filter H ( o )  and several con- 
be verified that dl e-j"TncF!(o) have piecewise nonzero. So, we conclude that a multilevel filter be 
H ( o ) .  
Hence, a bank of 
trix with respect t' [lo]' For the case that This results in the complete synthesis 
the vectors ne can be as Icm M, for b a d  shown in Fig. 6, where C an M L 
matrix multiplier. 0 5 k 5 L - 1, V becomes a Vandermonde matrix. In this case, V is nonsingular if and only if all oTm are 
distinct. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
4. EFFICIENT RECONSTRUCTION 
For the 1D case, it has been shown the reconstruction 
filters can be obtained at the cost of one M-th band 
lowpass filter and a constant matrix multiplier [6]. We 
extended this to the MD case. 
Assume that the MD frequency domain is parti- 
tioned as described in the previous section. Consider a 
multilevel MD filter F ( o )  which has complex value pi 
in the region Ri, 0 5 i 5 L - 1, and zero otherwise. 
In this paper, we have discussed the nonuniform dec- 
imation and reconstruction of generalized-bandlimited 
MD signals. We presented an example which shows 
the feasibility of reconstructing an MD signal from its 
nonuniformly decimated version. Then, we extended 
this idea to the general case and discussed the theory 
and design of synthesis filters for reconstruction. We 
have also addressed the conditions for the feasibility of 
perfect reconstruction and the efficient polyphase im- 
plementation of synthesis filters. 
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Fig. 1. Nonuniform decimation and reconstruction. 
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Fig. 2. Partition of thifrequency domain. “’bi; Keep D r o p 0  
Fig. 3. Nonuniform decimation. 
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Fig. 4. Example in Section 2. 
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Fig. 5. (a) original bandlimited image, 
(b) reconstructed image. 
Fig. 6. Efficient reconstruction. 
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